INTRODUCTION
On Black Friday, parents line up at the door of their local department store hoping to grab that hot item ticket for their eager kids. Six months later, they apply for a car loan and find that their credit has been ruined.
1 Why? Because two months before Black Friday an employee at an air conditioning and refrigeration firm outside of Pittsburgh opened an email he shouldn't have. 2 The email contained malware that stole the authentication credentials of the air conditioning and refrigeration firm, which was one of Target's contractors. 3 As a direct result of the successful breach, 110 million credit card numbers, from some of the nation's largest retailers, were stolen during one of the busiest shopping seasons. 4 Due to the economic loss doctrine, companies face little risk of liability for the injuries resulting from their failure to prevent cyber-intrusions. 5 Pure economic loss by a consumer without any physical injury is difficult to pursue in court. 6 This immunity from liability from economic loss due to cyber-intrusions provides no incentive for corporations to voluntarily take the costly measures necessary to prevent such a massive breach. 7 Consequently, the response to the Black Friday cybersecurity threats in a way that is acceptable to powerful industry players. 17 As a result of this and other concerns, the Obama Administration's current cybersecurity policy is not a viable option for actual advancement in private cyber protection.
One primary problem with the Obama Administration's cybersecurity plan is that it promotes an information-sharing program between the government and private industry, which is likely to be ineffective given the reluctance of the private sector to participate. 18 Additional problems with the President's policy include criticism that the policy may be confusing for private enterprise to implement and that executives may struggle with the possibility that voluntary guidelines will become mandatory as an industry standard benchmark. 19 The policy also creates a financial burden on the target "critical" infrastructure without providing a solution. 20 A simpler plan could push "critical" industry to improve its cybersecurity without these pitfalls. For example, a scheme that focuses on financial support for improvement while imposing mandatory liability for security failures would produce results yet still allow some independence in how the results are achieved.
Part I of this Article outlines the characteristics of cyber-attacks that create difficulties for policymakers, and argues that any successful government policy must take account of the continuously changing tactics of cyber criminals. Part II examines the President's current strategy for improving cybersecurity of "critical" infrastructure and discusses the best possible outcome of the Executive Orderbased strategy and subsequent agency implementation. Part III analyzes the Executive Order's "Information Sharing Program" and "Best Practices Framework" provisions. Part IV concludes by proposing an alternative plan focused on financial support and a mandatory liability regime. 17 Gerry Smith, "Snowden Effect" Threatens US Tech Industry's Global Ambitions, THE WORLD POST (Jan. 28, 2014), http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/%E2%80%9Csnowden-effect%E2%80%9D-threatens-us-tech-industrys-global-ambitions (last visited Apr. 4, 2014). 18 Jason Miller, DHS finds classified cyber sharing program slow to take off, FEDERAL NEWS RADIO (June 13, 2013, 6:44 AM) http://www.federalnewsradio.com/473/3356694/DHS-finds-classifiedcyber-sharing-program-slow-to-take-off. 19 James Stenger, Companies Need To Take Notice of the Government's Cybersecurity Program, TMT PERSPECTIVES (Sept. 26, 2013, 12:00 AM), http://www.tmtperspectives.com/2013/09/26/ companies-need-to-take-notice-of-the-governments-cybersecurity-program/. 20 Anthony M. Freed, ISA Outlines Criteria to Evaluate NIST Cyber Security Framework, TRIPWIRE (Feb. 6, 2014, 12:00 AM), http://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/top-security-stories/isaoutlines-criteria-evaluate-nist-cyber-security-framework/.
I. THE NATURE OF THE THREAT
On account of the massive scale and variety of targets of modern hackers, cybersecurity threats are often treated as a new front in an undeclared war. 21 It is tempting to force this relatively new threat into the terminology and framework we understand by comparing it to a new Cold War or Afghanistan, but there the comparisons stop; weapons for this "war" change every day and the "innovation" of the enemy is astounding. 22 In effect, there are attackers and defenses, but this war has no borders, no ideological lines, and no face.
A. Targets
Cybercrime targets change each day. Early on, criminal activity in cyberspace was aimed at governments and banks, because they were the few that possessed large computer networks. 23 The targets broadened when a wider range of firms collected useable data. 24 This meant information brokers, such as credit reporting agencies and data aggregators like ChoicePoint or LexisNexis, were ripe targets for cyber-crime because of their large stores of identity data. 25 But now that computers are found in most homes and almost every business, there has been an increase in the number and types of potential victims of cybercrimes. 26 With news of another massive cyber breach every day, one may wonder if such attacks are becoming white noise. Schools, department stores, and home computers are all targets. 27 Our refrigerators are even being hacked. 28 watchdogs are constant reminders that no company or web-user should feel completely safe from cyberattacks.
B. Actors
The actors behind each of these far-reaching cyber assaults are equally varied in purpose, demographics, and organization. 30 Initially, cyber-criminals were the computer whiz kids-the individuals with esoteric technical knowledge of computer languages and programing. 31 But as computers proliferated, so did those who tried to misuse them. There now exists a group of individuals known as "enablers" who are "persons who use their technical expertise to create and then sell data to non-technically savvy people to engage in cyber-crime."
32 Cybercrime has essentially become a business enterprise. 33 Although profit remains a significant incentive for cybercrime, it is not the sole motivation. 34 Businesses, and defense contractors as it seems lately, must worry about ex-employees using inside knowledge to strike back at their former employer. 35 Other cybercriminals are motivated by a self-proclaimed altruism and dub themselves "hacktivists." 36 The range of actors and motivations is incredible; from lone wolves, hacking clubs, exemployees, to "unmentionable" government-backed cyberattacks from our trading partners, Russia and China. 37 It is therefore hard to conceive of a plan where everything is protected from everyone. 30 Yang & Hoffstadt, supra note 24, at 205. 31 Id. 32 Id. 33 
Id.
34 Debbi Wilgoren, Edward Snowden fired by Booz Allen after admitting leak, THE WASHINGTON POST, June 11, 2013, 12:00 AM, http:// articles.washingtonpost.com/2013-06-11/world/39886122_1_ systems-administrator-hotel-room-u-s-officials. 35 Id. 
C. Methods
The myriad of methods that cybercriminals use, are so varied, that academics and politicians have spent considerable time simply trying to identify an appropriate definition for cybercrime. 38 The most general definition includes any crime "that is facilitated or committed using a computer, network, or hardware device." 39 But changes in technology and hacking methods means that any definition is a moving target and as new techniques emerge, lawmakers must struggle to amend statutes. 40 State and Federal governments have played catch-up, filling in the gaps of existing laws as cybercrimes evolve from Trojan horses, to password phishing, to increasingly sophisticated or opportunistic tactics. 41 For a national cyber-policy to be effective, it will need to take into account this amazing brevity of the status quo.
II. THE CURRENT EXECUTIVE ORDER PLAN TO FORTIFY CRITICAL BUSINESSES
Congress has been trying to tackle this wild, twisting cyber security problem for some time. 42 In the last 15 years, dozens of bills have been introduced. 43 Some proposed legislation, notably CISPA and SOPA, has even been criticized as a draconian threat to civil rights. 44 One of the main concerns with these recent cyber security bills has been their potential allowance of a government invasion of privacy rights due to the government's ability, under the proposed legislation, to request limitless data from ISPs that would not be anonymized. 45 These bills also 38 Pinguelo & Muller, supra note 37. 39 Id. contained provisions that went beyond cybersecurity. 46 For example, some of the bills' provisions allowed ex parte requests from copyright owners to block access to websites, ostensibly to protect against alleged infringement.
47 To say that American businesses were concerned is an understatement-major online entities like Wikipedia and Reddit "blacked-out" their websites in a massive coordinated protest. 48 As a result of these concerns, Congress lost support for their cyber protection plan and the bills ultimately died. 49 Nevertheless, the problem still needs an answer. To this end, the Executive branch took up the cause where Congress fell short. 50 Through Executive Order, the Obama Administration has initiated a general framework for cybersecurity, which contains a more limited scope. 51 In February of 2013, the White House released Executive Order 13636: "Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity," which focuses only on improving the cybersecurity protection of what are deemed to be "critical infrastructure entities."
52 Critical Infrastructure Entities were chosen as a more focused demographic, because "the national and economic security of the United States depends on the reliable functioning of the Nation's critical infrastructure in the face of [cyber] threats." 53 In doing so, the Executive Order's plan does not address other admittedly vulnerable private enterprises such as Target and Nieman Marcus. 54 While the term "critical" is expressed generally in the plan, the expectation is that the term includes industrial sectors such as banking, 46 Id. 
A. The Information Sharing Provision
"Cybersecurity Information Sharing," the first of the two components, is a strategy to increase the volume, timeliness, and quality of cyber threat information shared with U.S. private sector entities so that these entities may better protect and defend themselves against cyber threats.
57 To achieve this goal, the Department of Homeland Security ("DHS") has expanded existing programs for voluntary corporate-to-government and government-to-corporate information sharing.
58
Previously pilot programs or programs run by another government agency, the information sharing pools have been significantly boosted by the Executive Order. 59 What these programs aim to achieve is an effective information-sharing framework among the government, which includes Information Sharing and Analysis Centers, ISPs, and their respective critical infrastructure members and customers. 60 Currently, the system employs a series of "bulletins," which provide an initial threat alert, followed by subsequent analysis on the content of the actors, their strategy and seriousness, and general threat climate overviews. In the best case scenario, this information sharing program would witness government-corporate harmony through enough private "critical" companies voluntarily sharing information with the government to create a large pool of threat information. 62 Consequently, threats that target our nation's most vital private infrastructure would be thwarted by a rapid and actionable alert provided by the DHS. 63 Advocates for the "Cybersecurity Information Sharing" program point to a number of improvements over previously proposed legislation. 64 For example, it avoids serious privacy concerns by being "privacy-neutral"-the data shared by "critical" corporations is still covered by state privacy laws. 65 The plan's focus on only "critical" corporations shows a prioritization that is likely to be more palatable as it will interfere less with online commerce. 66 Perhaps most importantly, the information-sharing program is voluntary. 67 CEOs can watch from the sidelines if they fear sharing information with the government.
68
There is also some benefit to the fact that this new initiative isn't so new after all. Instead, the plan builds off existing departments and agencies, which have been running information sharing pilot programs for some time. 69 The main DHSprograms were sharing information well before the Executive Order expanded their task. 70 Companies can therefore have more confidence in participating with programs that have a track record (i.e. the Enhanced Cybersecurity Services ("ECS") program (established 2012), the Cyber Information Sharing and Collaboration Program ("CISCP") (2011), and the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center ("NCCIC") (2009). 71 The DHS has pointed to the success of its 45-partipant, two-way CISCP program, which shared almost 62 See id. 63 
Id.
64 Richardson, supra note 55. 65 Id. 20,000 indicators in the first year or so. 72 The DHS reports that of the information shared within the CISCP program, roughly 60 percent was provided to the government by the private sector. 73 Thus, the two-way information sharing policy outlined by Executive Order has the potential at least to provide a large pool of useable threat information, which hopefully will prevent some of the cyberattacks hindering our national security.
B. The Best Practices Provision
The second major component of the Executive Order is the "Baseline Framework to Reduce Cyber Risk to Critical Infrastructure." 74 This component aims to create a roadmap of best practices "that align policy, business, and technological approaches to address cyber risks." 75 The philosophy tries to account for an ever-changing threat and economic viability. 76 The guidelines seek to be "technology neutral and enable critical infrastructure sectors to benefit from a competitive market."
77
As required by the Executive Order, the National Institute of Standards and Technology ("NIST") released a "best practices" guideline based on this policy in February 2014 (the "Framework"). 78 The Framework provides a blueprint for identifying potential threats, protecting against cyberattacks and, if an attack occurs, recovering from it. 79 The standards outlined are flexible, and generally contain no specific methodologies or mandatory procedures for private companies to take. 80 Instead, the Framework uses a system of "Tiers" of preparedness, which 72 Miller, supra note 18. 73 Id.
74 78 Fed. Reg. at 11739. 75 Id. at 11740-41. 76 Id. are flexible enough to allow a company in any specific critical industry to adapt to its unique security situation. 81 This avoids a one-size-fits-all approach. Since the preparedness "targets" are couched in generalities, the idea is they will not force companies to adopt any technology or practices that the company finds inefficient or too costly. 82 As 84 The Framework lets organizations choose the level of cybersecurity they want to achieve; nothing in the guidelines is mandatory. 85 It is unlikely, therefore, to cause immediate financial or logistical burden on the profitminded company.
Like the information sharing programs, the actual standards and methodologies are for the most part, the status quo. Companies will not be surprised by what amounts to little more than a compilation of established industry security practices. 86 Thus, the Framework has the possibility of raising the industry-as-a-whole, by outlining a path for cybersecurity improvement that does not place any undue burden on the "critical" infrastructure companies that seek to utilize it.
III. THE FAULTS OF THE CURRENT APPROACH
Despite any potential this Executive Plan has if executed perfectly, it is likely to do very little to protect this nation's critical infrastructure against cyberattacks. 81 84 Id. 85 Gonsalves, supra note 80. 86 Kash, supra note 83.
Even at its best, it fails to confront the business realities and certain unique characteristics of cyber threats, which are necessary to create an effective government-led cyber policy.
A. Problems With Information Sharing Program
An information-sharing scheme will likely see resistance no matter how much privacy protection is provided. Despite privacy and civil rights concerns, however, information sharing has remained a key concept in the new executive order-based cybersecurity plan. 87 Still, even if the policy achieves its goal of being "privacyneutral" and avoids the controversial elements that killed CISPA and SOPA, information sharing in general is likely to create a considerable deal of hesitation and concern.
88 "The big consequence of Edward Snowden's NSA leaks will be that countries and companies will erect borders of sorts in cyberspace" and thus be extremely wary of anything that has the words "government" and "information sharing" so close together. 89 Companies like Microsoft and Google are openly trying to thwart the Government's possible acquisition of their data and similar resistance is likely to be found among privacy-minded "critical" companies.
90
Experts have asked if information sharing programs can actually work. 91 Even the Government itself is aware that this is a murky area. Anne Neuberger, director of the NSA's Commercial Solutions Center, has said of information sharing programs: "on the one hand, they're cited as critical . . . on the other hand, they're frequently criticized as ineffective." 92 With the constantly morphing nature of cyber-threats, it is difficult to determine how effective advance information regarding the attacks would be or the extent to which countermeasures could be effectively deployed based on advance information. Most available information regarding threats thwarted by existing programs is unclear. 93 The 20,000 indicators shared by the DHS last year do not reveal how effective that information was. 90 
Id.
91 Michael O'Connell, Threat information sharing builds better cyber standards, expert says, FEDERAL NEWS RADIO (Oct. 3, 2013, 5:05 PM), http://www.federalnewsradio.com/1195/3470899/ Threat-information-sharing-builds-better-cyber-standards-expert-says. 92 Id. 93 Miller, supra note 18. 94 
How necessary or valuable was any of it? One may assume that such a quantity of information necessarily put a burden on the 45 companies based on sheer volume, but an accurate account of that burden does not appear to be available.
It seems true that information-sharing programs can be effective when targeted to highly specific information shared among a small group of related companies. 95 But the success of such programs, like the "Financial ServicesInformation Sharing and Analysis Center," is due to the very limited and interconnected nature of that industry. 96 At best, it is unclear whether such a model can be expanded to the varied sectors deemed "critical."
The Executive Order's information sharing program also fails to fix issues that have stymied such programs before. 97 In part because the government doesn't provide any funding, businesses have decided not to invest in new secure facilities and network upgrades to handle classified data. 98 Additionally, because the government seeks to share classified information, there will be added costs.
99 Not all companies have employees with the necessary clearance levels. This is noted in the Executive Order itself. 100 Yet the proposed solution of expedited clearance will still add costs that may dissuade corporate participation. 101 A cheaper alternative would still present problems. An independent research group suggests the government share classified threat information with "key decision makers" when a corporation otherwise lacks certified employees. 102 While this would improve the odds a threat warning is acted upon, it is likely to increase fears about leaked information.
As a result of these unaddressed costs and mistrust, existing information sharing programs have witnessed feeble participation rates. For example, critics have cited very few have made the investment and joined the voluntary Enhanced Cybersecurity Services program. 104 In fact, "none of the 54 companies that showed initial interest since the executive order came out have moved into the program." 105 Sharing programs could increase participation by sharing only unclassified information, but obviously the value of such information would be proportionately degraded. 106 Consequently, the Cyber Information Sharing and Collection Program ("CISCP"), which shares two-ways among 45 companies, has a higher participation rate, albeit only slightly.
107
Beyond its failure to address the problems of existing programs, the Executive Order's plan creates confusion as to what companies are now required to do.
108
There is serious concern that the voluntary program may soon become mandatory. 109 This could happen in two ways. First, this program could become mandatory as agencies promulgate regulations. 110 According to the Executive Order, the federal agencies "shall propose prioritized, risk-based, efficient, and coordinated actions . . . to mitigate cyber risk."
111 One of the "actions" agencies could propose would be enforcement of the program using existing regulations, expanded interpretations of existing regulations, and adoption of new regulations. 112 Critics argue this directive "can only be read to open the door for federal agencies to enforce the Program."
113
The voluntary information sharing programs also risk becoming mandatory through civil liability pressure.
114 "A company that receives cyber threat reports from the government will ignore those reports at their peril since regulatory agencies and private litigants could claim that the company was negligent . . . for 104 Miller, supra note 18. 105 ignoring the reports." 115 There will also be pressure to share information. A company in an information-sharing regime that fails to share appropriate cyber threat information is therefore in danger of litigation or regulatory action for failing to participate.
Id.
116 Private companies could therefore be pressured into sharing sensitive data to the government and other private companies participating in the ostensibly voluntary program.
An information-sharing scheme as proposed by the Executive Order is therefore unlikely to be as effective as planned. Its efficiency is limited by participation issues and cost concerns, as indicated by the inefficiency of current sharing programs.
B. Problems With Best Practices Policy
The Best Practices Policy of the Executive Order will also not be an effective improvement to the cybersecurity of "critical" infrastructure. The Framework's flexibility, voluntariness, and lack of both enforcement and incentive provisions are likely to create confusion and perhaps even stifle innovation. In an effort to create a program palatable to private enterprise, the net effect of conciliation will be very little progress.
The first problem with the NIST Framework is its creation of confusion regarding the duties of private enterprise. 117 Corporations will be left wondering if they have fulfilled their obligations.
118 "Most senior executives are likely to ask, 'have we adopted or are we in compliance with the Framework?'" 119 They will likely be told, "it's impossible to answer these questions clearly and that the goal is to simply 'use' the Framework." 120 How will that framework then be "used?" Again, there is confusion. Critics have cited the outcome of a risk assessment can be stretched in any direction.
Executives are therefore able to ascribe to themselves a job well done. Allowing organizations to choose the level of cybersecurity they want to achieve means "an organization could choose a level of zero, and still be conformant with the guidelines."
122 The Framework allows any organization, no matter how effective they are regarding cybersecurity, to be guideline-conformant. 123 Instead of motivating corporations to spend large sums of money to improve their cyber protection, the Framework allows complacency and may even have a negative effect. 124 Therefore, in an effort to make everyone happy, "the guidelines have also made the hackers happy."
125
There is also a significant fear that this Framework will become mandatory through the methods that apply to the information-sharing scheme.
126 "The guidelines are likely to become the de facto standard for litigators and regulators."
127
Commentators warn any company that manages critical infrastructure in the U.S. and disregards the Framework "does so at its own peril."
128 Critical infrastructure owners need to recognize, "if a company's cybersecurity practices are ever questioned during a regulatory investigation and litigation, the baseline for what's considered commercially reasonable is likely to become the NIST Cybersecurity Framework."
129 Courts have imposed liability on companies for failing to abide by industry standards, and because this publication carries so much weight, it is likely to set that standard.
130
As executives struggle to address the possibility of civil liability, confusion will abound as to what level of adherence reduces that liability. Ostensibly the Framework binds companies to nothing. 131 Yet despite this technical lack of obligation, critics have also remarked that the Framework will create implicit 122 Id. 123 Id. 124 Id. 125 
Id.
126 Stenger, supra note 19; Gerald Ferguson, NIST Cybersecurity Framework: Don't Underestimate It, CSO ONLINE (Dec. 9, 2013, 12:00 AM), http://www.informationweek.com/ government/cybersecurity/nist-cybersecurity-framework-dont-underestimate-it/d/d-id/1112978. 127 Ferguson, supra note 127. 128 Id. 129 
130 See The T.J. Hooper, 60 F.2d 737 (2d Cir. 1932). 131 Gonsalves, supra note 80.
liability for "critical" corporations that fail to adopt the highest standard outlined.
132
"Critical infrastructure companies defending their cybersecurity practices in litigation or regulatory investigations should be prepared to show that the practices adhere to Tier 4, considered 'adaptive.'" 133 The "adaptive" level iHs obtained when a company is "regularly evaluating the threats it faces, testing its procedures, and modifying these procedures where appropriate to address new threats." 134 Tier 4 "adaptive" is the highest Tier, requiring the most diligence and the most financial and personnel resource to achieve. 135 Consequently, even though the Framework is promoted as a voluntary program of mere recommendations, it is actually likely to punish those companies that fall short of the most demanding mark.
A third problem with the guidelines is there is virtually nothing new in the framework. 136 As noted above, a lack of surprises is welcome news for "critical" infrastructure operators. However, this also makes the framework rather unnecessary. Many organizations essentially "adopted" the Framework elements long before the Framework itself was constructed.
137 Studies suggest 40-50% of private entities can be classified into this "best practices" group. 138 The Framework is therefore trying to achieve what the market can do on its own.
In this respect, the Framework may stall advancement and innovation. It may serve to fix the bar, but fix it low. "Policy makers need to understand that using the framework is not the same thing as assuring critical infrastructure security-much more is needed.
139 Such a misunderstanding could lead to misguided public policies."
140 Subjecting industry and technology corporations to Framework-based regulation may stifle innovation and ultimately result in increased costs to the federal government.
141 A scramble to protect from civil liability will promote 132 Ferguson, supra note 126. 133 Id.
134 NIST, supra note 78, at 11. 135 Id.
136 INTERNET SEC. ALLIANCE, supra note 119; see also Ferguson, supra note 126. 137 INTERNET SEC. ALLIANCE, supra note 119. 138 Id.
139 Freed, supra note 21. 140 Id.
141 Lee Vorthman, IT Security: NIST's Cybersecurity Framework, NETAPP (July 16, 2013, 12:00 AM), https://communities.netapp.com/community/netapp-blogs/government-gurus/blog/2013/07/16/itsecurity-nists-cybersecurity-framework. complacency and box ticking.
142 Given the nature of cyber threats today, this should be especially worrisome since "the bad guys are impressive innovators."
143
The Framework has also been criticized for lacking focus on certain serious cyber threats. 144 For instance, there is no mention of cloud-based cyber threats.
145
Other threats aren't addressed by the very nature of the Framework's assessment system. 146 The traditional risk assessment structure of the Framework "doesn't address malicious intent . . . it's that simple."
147
Other criticism of the Framework focuses on financials. "Although the President's Order requires the framework to be cost effective, there is almost no analysis of this critical issue in the framework documents. If the goal is to have industry adopt the framework on a voluntary basis, its cost effectiveness is an essential element."
148
The Administration's plan of furthering cybersecurity through voluntary best practices is accordingly unlikely to achieve the desired results. Instead, it will create more confusion than innovation and subject "critical" companies to the threat of civil liability.
IV. AN ALTERNATE APPROACH SHOULD BE FOLLOWED
Rather than pursuing a program of information sharing and voluntary guidelines, the Administration should focus on financing improvements and creating a clear liability scheme, which forces the desired progress. This is the most efficient avenue toward better protecting our national security and would also take into consideration the business concerns of the target private enterprise. 144 Freed, supra note 142. 145 Id. 146 Id. 147 Gonsalves, supra note 80. 148 Freed, supra note 142, at 21.
resources."
149 Under the current Framework, companies are left to wonder how they will finance any voluntary cyber improvements without incentives. 150 Corporations failing to invest in cybersecurity often cite budget constraints as "the number one challenge to contributing to the [cybersecurity] levels the business expects." 151 Although the President's Order requires the framework to be cost effective, there is almost no analysis of this critical issue in the framework documents.
152 Therefore, if the goal is for industries to adopt the framework on a voluntary basis, its cost effectiveness is an essential element. 153 Financing security improvements could be accomplished in two ways: (1) directly covering the costs of the necessary improvements or (2) creating financial incentives. The DHS is already directly funding airlines' security improvements and a similar approach could work for "critical" infrastructure. 154 It seems, however, that incentives will likely be the preferred path in this situation, given its mention in the Executive Order. 155 But, any incentive has yet to be properly developed. 156 In theory, incentives would encompass a wide range of offerings or conditions that could include technical and public policy measures.
case for the cybersecurity framework."
159 Surely the federal government is going to do its best to make the costs of using the Framework lower, and the benefits of the framework higher, "but it's the market that's going to ultimately make this work." 160 Corporate executives have noted the limitations of an incentive program. 161 The chairman of AT&T remarked, "the best incentive on cybersecurity is fear," he said, "it scares the living hell out of us." 162 In addition to financial support, an effective cybersecurity policy requires a liability regime that is clear but not burdensome. Corporations should not have to weigh the risk of civil liability under a voluntary program with the cost of improvements. Instead, standards should be mandated, imposing liability on corporations' failures to improve their critical infrastructure. If done correctly, this could also allow for executives to implement a security protocol that is adapted to their unique corporate circumstance. For instance, assuming the Obama Administration wants serious results, a target similar to Tier 4 could be outlined with broad language. Making this goal mandatory removes the confusion by imposing actual liability on failure. Companies will immediately improve their cybersecurity infrastructure if liability for economic loss due to a breach is imposed. Due to the economic loss doctrine, companies presently face little risk of liability for the injuries that result from their failure to prevent cyber-intrusions. 163 placed on airlines. 166 No doubt any imposed liability scheme will face resistance, but given the small pool of companies targeted, this objection should be overruled.
It is a financially defensible scheme as well. Government imposed standards have been shown to be the most cost-effective in certain cybersecurity scenarios. 167 In a highly technical paper entitled "Who Should Be Responsible for Software Security," it was found that government imposed standards can be preferable to a system where the private company picks up the tab for either patching the problem or the cost of loss after a breach. 168 Given possible resistance to an increased burden, a safe harbor provision may also be appropriate. For instance, firms that implement security standards developed in tandem with regulators, but nevertheless suffer cyber-attacks, could be offered immunity from lawsuits seeking redress for the resulting damages. 169 If such a carrot-stick tandem of liability and safe harbor were employed, companies would be encouraged to pursue the highest Tier of best practices without an undue burden for the inevitable intrusion. This would allow the individual businesses to choose the details of their particular security strategy, while still achieving broad industry-wide progress. 170 
CONCLUSION
The President's policy is a start in the right direction. It should be lauded for picking up a difficult subject after repeated Congressional failure. There is no doubt that a cyber weapon that can shut down nuclear reactors should become a priority in our overall national security strategy. 171 How to structure that government framework for cybersecurity will remain a subject of debate, but the President is correct for showing tremendous concern for industry input in the process. 172 In light of Snowden's leaks and the SOPA and CISPA "blackouts," the battle is certainly going to be uphill. But letting corporations write the strategy is not going to produce results. The NIST Framework and the overall voluntary structure of the Presidential strategy acquiesce too much to public pressure.
If we are trying to protect something as vital as our national security, there is less room for compromise. We can achieve an increase in cybersecurity standards among private enterprise by imposing a liability regime that shows corporate executives that there will be real consequences for failing to properly protect their infrastructure. Proper incentives will then assuage some of the regulatory stress produced by such a plan. Putting money on the table is only part of the issue. We need to persuade private enterprise to use that incentive by providing consequences. Safe harbor will make the system more business-friendly.
It is important to remember that this Presidential policy is still only oriented toward "critical" infrastructure companies. That definition is flexible, but limited. 173 The benefit of a clear liability scheme that removes the currently enjoyed economic loss immunity is that it can be scaled up. When the time comes to shore up the security of Target or the air-condition repairman in Pennsylvania, this scheme can be easily applied across industry and operation scale. 174 With the threat of real financial liability, both critical industry and private retailers will have an appropriate incentive to better protect our national security and maybe produce a few less headlines.
